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From: Chuck 
Sent: Sunday, December 1, 2013 5:22 PM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Subject: BC Hydro Meter Choice Program proceeding
Attachments: BC Hydro Meter Choice Program proceeding Nov 29 2013.docx

Dear Ms. Erica Hamilton 
 
Please accept this letter in regards to my objection to BC Hydro’s proposed opt‐out fee. 
 
Thank you. 
Chuck Filtness 
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BC HYDRO SMART METER CHOICES PROGRAM



Chuck Filtness 

 

November 29, 2013 

British Columbia Utilities Commission  

Erica Hamilton 

Commission Secretary 

 

This letter is to inform the Commission that I am vehemently opposed being charged a fee for retaining my 

existing analogue meter on my residence.  I am capable of reading my current meter and phoning or e-

mailing in the reading of my current analogue meter complete with a time dated photo if required.  I have 

done this in the past with the gas meter and it has worked out well for both parties. 

I believe doing this  would be an adequate compromise to the meter reading issue; I would much rather work 

with BC Hydro towards this goal than to have a conflict. 

I am adamantly opposed to the installation of smart meters for several reasons , all which other people have 

articulated to some detail which I will not reiterate.  The simple fact that I do not wish to have one installed 

on my residence should be sufficient reason for BC Hydro to respect my wishes. 

As the British Columbia Utilities Commission is deemed to be an independent regulator , the fact that the 

smart meter program was not allowed any oversight by the BC Utilities Commission to begin with is 

contemptible.  I also consider it an absolute disgrace that BC Hydro has now dictated to the Commission that 

they cannot completely reject an opt-out fee. 

 

I was given to believe that in a true democracy, the governing powers are supposed to work for the people - 

not deliberately conflict with them the way BC Hydro under the direction of the current government is 

currently doing.  The idea of charging someone a fee for something that has not been received is absolutely 

ludicrous. 

 



As British Columbia is deemed to be a free society, the threatening actions of BC Hydro instilling fear that our 

electric power will be cut off should we not accept a smart meter or pay for something we do not want, is 

beneath contempt.  BC Hydro's actions have now angered a great many once happy and proud British 

Columbians. 

To this regard, I respectively ask that the BC Utilities Commission reject the ludicrous fee that BC Hydro has 

proposed and bring common sense back to this once great Province of British Columbia by listening to the 

people that are opposed to smart meters and are against having a penalty charged for simply retaining their 

existing meter. 

Sincerely 

Chuck Filtness 




